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1/7/2017

Obama Fights to Preserve His Legacy

Michael Medved demolishes President Barack Obama’s self-professed accomplishments over 
the course of his failed presidency. Hugh Hewitt talks with House Speaker Paul Ryan about how 
the Republican Congress will be working with Donald Trump to make America great again. 
Dennis Prager asks Executive Editor of The Media Line Michael Friedson how Israel is doing in 
the wake of Obama’s UN resolution condemning the nation’s settlements. Mike Gallagher looks 
at the allegations of Russia being behind the hacked DNC e-mails. Larry Elder interviews on of 
the greatest thinkers of the 20th century, Thomas Sowell. Dennis Prager reports on a National 
Geographic story that will surprise you—hint, hint: it has nothing to do with geography.

1/14/17: 

Meryl Streep’s Anti-Trump Tirade

Michael Medved starts off the show looking at the chaos liberals injected into the Jeff Sessions’ 
hearing. Hugh Hewitt speaks with Senators Dan Sullivan (R-AK) and Chris Murphy (D-CT) 
about how the rule change with the filibuster carried out by Harry Reid will affect the 
confirmation of Trump’s nominees. Michael Medved and Dennis Prager slam Meryl Streep’s 
emotional, ill-informed screed against Donald Trump at the Golden Globes. Michael Medved 
reports on Obama’s cheesy farewell Internet video. Medved interviews Abigail Pest about her 
article, “Why I Married Myself.” Dennis Prager closes out the show describing Meryl Streep’s 
hypocrisy related to the four Chicago youths who tortured a disabled man.
1/21/17
1/21/17
Obama Is Out; Trump Is In



Hugh Hewitt talks with Senator John McCain about Barack Obama’s decision to commute 
Chelsea Manning’s prison sentence for leaking classified information. John Malcolm, Director of 
the Heritage Foundation’s Meese Center for Legal & Judicial Studies, also joins Hewitt to 
discuss the state of the federal courts and how Trump will transform them. Arkansas Senator 
Tom cotton on the Hewitt Show discusses how Trump will need to rebuild the military after 8 
years of Obama. While Democrats like to blame the GOP for being the racist party, Larry Elder 
notes that Democrats are really the ones with racial issues. Michael Medved looks at 
Representative John Lewis’s assertion that Donald Trump is an illegitimate president. Larry 
Arnn of Hillsdale College speaks with Mike Gallagher about Betsy DeVos, Trump’s pick for 
Education Secretary. Michael Medved reviews President Obama’s farewell address. Dennis 
Prager blasts Buzz Feed’s decision to publish a dossier on Trump that everyone knew was false.

1/28/17
Trump Already Making America Great Again

Dennis Prager shares why he is proud of Donald Trump’s inaugural address. Law professor 
Lanhee Chen joins the Hugh Hewitt Show to discuss how Trump has wasted no time in repealing 
and replacing Obamacare. Hewitt turns to Richard Fontaine, president of the Center for a New 
American Security, to learn more about the foreign policy challenges Obama passed onto Trump. 
Larry Elder examines why the left is attacking one of its own–former head of the Black Caucus, 
Rep. Emanuel Cleaver. Hewitt joins Mike Gallagher’s show to talk about his recently released 
book, “The Fourth Way.” Michael Medved surveys the field of potential DNC chairs. The clips 
of the candidates will amaze you.

 2/4/17: 
Trump’s Monumental Announcement of Judge Gorsuch

This week, President Donald Trump nominated Judge Neil Gorsuch of the Tenth Circuit to fill 
Justice Antonin Scalia’s seat on the Supreme Court. Hugh Hewitt speaks to Leonard Leo, senior 
adviser to President Trump on judicial selections, about Judge Gorsuch. Hewitt also confers with 
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell and Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Chuck 
Grassley about what we can expect from the confirmation process. Larry Elder examines 
President Trump’s controversial executive order temporarily halting all immigration and influx 
of refugees from seven countries deemed to pose a security risk to the United States. Michael 
Medved explains that this executive order is not a Muslim ban. Mike Gallagher speaks with Lila 
Rose, founder of Live Action, about the recent March for Life in Washington D.C. ESPN tennis 
analyst Doug Adler joins Larry Elder to defend himself against the false charges of racism that 
got him fired. Finally, Dennis Prager looks at British scientists’ decision to do away with the 
term “expectant mother.”

3/4/17



Trump’s Powerful, Stirring Speech

Michael Medved reflects on President Trump’s powerful and emotional address to Congress and 
the American people. Sheriff David Clarke examines Trump’s position and policies on 
immigration on the Mike Gallagher Show. Hugh Hewitt catches up with Andy Puzder—the man 
who should have been Secretary of Labor until the left mobilized to harass and intimidate him 
and his family. Arthur Brooks, president of the American Enterprise Institute, joins Michael 
Medved to discuss how the Republican Party can govern effectively. John Lott, author of “The 
War on Guns”, disputes a recent study aimed at misinforming the public about the relationship 
between crime and guns. Michael Medved discusses the infamous snafu at the Academy Awards 
when La La Land was mistakenly named Best Picture. Sean Hannity converses with Hugh 
Hewitt about the Democrats’ failed policies.

3/11/17 
The Nightmare of Obamacare Is About to End

On the Hugh Hewitt Show, Senator Ron Johnson calls the unknown person who leaked 
confidential CIA materials a traitor. Vice President Mike Pence joins the Mike Gallagher Show 
to explain what is in the health care bill that will replace Obamacare. Conversation about the new 
bill continues with Hugh Hewitt who interviews Texas Congressman Kevin Brady. Mike 
Gallagher speaks with National Review’s Andrew McCarthy about President Trump’s claims 
that Obama wiretapped him during the presidential campaign. Senator Tom Cotton weighs in on 
North Korea’s latest provocations and shares what President Trump has done to help protect 
allies in the region. Michael Medved reports on Middlebury College—the latest example of 
“tolerant” liberals who verbally attacked a speaker because of his conservative views. Ronna 
Romney McDaniel, the former chairwoman of the Michigan Republican Party, brings Mike 
Gallagher up to date on the strength of the Republican Party. Larry Elder exposes the hypocrisy 
of those who attacked Dr. Ben Carson for calling slaves who were brought to America 
immigrants.

 3/18/17
 Special Edition on the American Health Care 

In this special edition of the Town hall Review, we take a closer look at the American Health 
Care Act–the Republican bill that will repeal significant portions of the failing Obamacare law 
and replace it with free market solutions. First up, the Hoover Institution’s Lanhee Chen speaks 
with Michael Medved about the strengths of the bill. Chair of the House Budget Committee 
Diane Black joins the Hugh Hewitt Show to discuss the difficult task of crafting a bill that will 
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survive the reconciliation process. Dennis Prager brings cool and sedate reason to the 
Democratic fury over the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) report. Mike Gallagher continues 
the conversation on the CBO outlook with Rep. Kevin Brady, chairman of House Ways and 
Means Committee. Dennis Prager talks with the Wall Street Journal’s Kimberly Strassel about 
why it’s so important the Republicans pass this bill. Hugh Hewitt interviews House Majority 
Leader Kevin McCarthy about the process of making this bill a law. Larry Elder wraps up the 
program by looking at why the costs of health care have risen so dramatically.

3/25/17
 Judge Gorsuch Dazzles at Confirmation 

Michael Medved plays clips from Judge Neil Gorsuch’s impressive performance during his 
Senate confirmation hearings. Hugh Hewitt talks with Speaker Paul Ryan about the state of the 
Obamacare repeal and replace bill. Mike Gallagher brings clarity to the Trump surveillance issue 
with reporter Sharyl Attkisson. Lanhee Chen of the Hoover Institution discusses Gorsuch and the 
AHCA bill with Hugh Hewitt. Michael Medved looks at The World Happiness Report and where 
the United States ranks on that list. Dennis Prager argues that young folks on college campuses 
are being taught to be unhappy.

 4/1/17
Why the Health Care Bill Was Dead on Arrival

Dennis Prager questions the Wall Street Journal’s Daniel Henninger about who is to blame for 
the failure of the health care bill. Hugh Hewitt asks Senator Lindsey Graham if the Republican 
Party is ready to use the nuclear option if the Democrats filibuster Judge Neil Gorsuch. Sam 
Malone, sitting in for Mike Gallagher, talks to terrorism expert Brigitte Gabriel about the recent 
London attack. Dennis Prager takes a closer look at the surveillance of Donald Trump by Obama 
operatives. Larry Elder interviews Mark Krikorian of the Center for Immigration Studies about 
the intersection of immigration policy and doing business in America. Michael Medved plays 
clips from the CBS News documentary: “Gender: The Space Between.” Hugh Hewitt chats with 
Scott Pruitt, the new head of the EPA, about how the agency is rolling back the excesses and 
abuses of the agency during the Obama era. President George W. Bush joins the Michael 
Medved Show to talk about his latest book and paintings in support of the troops.

4/8/17   
 Dems Last Effort to Stop Gorsuch 
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We look at the last effort by Democrats to stop the nomination of Judge Gorsuch. Also, Susan 
Rice is back in the news. And Hugh talks with the subject of the new movie, The Case for Christ.


